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Precision Sharp
Chain Sprockets

I’ANCO manufactures our sharp chain
sprockets with a fully machined hub
and running area for the chain to mini-

mize lateral run out. The teeth are burned
on a precision burning table and fit to
the chain to ensure maximum tooth con-
tact and a smooth interface. We then
post heat treat the sprockets to minimize
the heat-affected zone from the burn.
This produces a sprocket with an excel-
lent longevity. 

With 60 years of experience, I'ANCO manufactures
quality, cost-effective products.

Our extensive selection of job-specific products are in
stock for your convenience.

Precision Cast Sharp Chain 
I’ANCO Cast Sharp Chain – excellent where high speed, tight tolerances,
and a long service life are required.

I’ANCO Products Ltd. has developed our Precision Cast Sharp Chain to address the needs of the 
high-tech saw mill. We have designed our chain with the rigors and challenges of primary log break-
down in mind. It is manufactured from high quality low alloy steel components through hardened to

produce the best combination of wearability and toughness. All components are fully machined to
extremely tight tolerances to produce a chain with minimal lateral and vertical deviation allowing maxi-
mum optimization of your saw logs. This chain is typically guided within .010" to allow the bands to run
tight to the chain and minimize lateral deviation and eliminate wastage in the planer. 

At I’ANCO we engineer our chain to order to ensure it meets your needs. We readily adapt our chain to
match the needs of your unique application. We currently produce this chain in the quenched and tem-
pered, case hardened and nitrated conditions, based on the application’s requirements. We also can
adjust the height and slope of the tips to minimize the penetration into the log.

I’ANCO’s wear plate for our sharp chain is designed to maximize the bearing surfaces between the chain
and the wear plate. All surfaces are designed to run in contact to minimize pressure and maximize the

bearing surfaces. The
Base plates are made
from 400 BHN wear
plate and the center
guide can also be pur-
chased in a hardened
variation to maximize
wearability.

I’ANCO Alloy 
Steel Chain  
EXCELLENT

FOR 
HIGH-ABRA-
SION, HIGH-

SPEED & 
HIGH-LOAD

APPLICATIONS
Chain

Teeth PitchØ A B
8 31.00" .835" 1.25"
12 46.22" .835" 1.25"

6.030" Pitch Sharp Chain Sprockets

Teeth PitchØ A B
8 20.50" 1.200" 1.25"
12 30.64" 1.200" 1.25"

4.000" Pitch Sharp Chain Sprockets

Chain Size Pitch A B C D Ø E F
4" 4.000" 1.25" 1.25" 1" .75" 2.625 2.5"
6" 6.030" 1.75" 1" 1.5" .875" 3.25" 2.5"

F

E



I’ANCO Products Ltd. Cast Mill Chain in 
High-speed Applications

I’ANCO Products cast alloy steel mill chain is successfully used in many high-speed applications.
We currently have applications where we produce excellent longevity at speeds up to 400 feet
per minute. We achieve outstanding service life by maximizing our bearing surfaces between

the sidebars, wear plate, pin and barrel. We also use machined pins and lubricated barrels to
increase the longevity of our chain. We use press fits between the sidebars and the pins to ensure
the pins do not turn, allowing wear on only one side of the pin. I’ANCO’s sidebars in our mill chain
have over 50% more bearing surface than most other chains. All these features, in turn with our
use of tough low alloy steels at nearly 400 BHN, produce a chain with unmatched wear character-
istics. For more information about our cast mill chains, please refer to our Cast H&C Class Chain
brochure, or ask an I’ANCO chain representative.

60 years of 
experience

Scanner Chains

I’ANCO manufactures its scanner chains to the highest standards. Our sidebars are produced
typically from Chrome Molly steel through hardened to 360BHN. We use through hardened
pins and thimbles made from low alloy steel that are quenched and tempered to the desired

hardness. The rollers are made from carbon steel and are case hardened to produce maximum
longevity. We use punched and shaved sidebars to produce maximum bearing surfaces. Our
thimbles and pins utilize milled flats to lock the pins and interference fits to guarantee superior
life. All of these specifications give you a chain that is unsurpassed on the market and able to
run over 500 feet per minute. All components are inspected to ensure you get a chain free from
defects and ready to excel in your application. 

I’ANCO’s log cradles are investment cast to ensure dimensional accuracy and stability. We
cast the cradles from low alloy steel and through harden them to a typical 400BHN to
ensure you get maximum life from your chain. We manufacture our log cradles to run with a
“V” guide system to ensure the logs do not move during or after scanning. With I’ANCO’s
wear plate we go to great efforts to ensure linear alignment. We also drill and tap our wear
plate to work with your lubrication system.

Chain Pitch Pin Side bar Side bar Overall Roller Ultimate Working 
diameter height thickness width diameter strength load

2512 4.073" 1.00" 2.5" .5" 3.875" 1.812" 135000lbs 21600lbs

Steel Bushed Roller Chain

Please ask an I’ANCO representative for our complete line of log cradles and chains.

Log Cradles



I'ANCO PRODUCTS LTD. specializes in the design, manufacture, and sale of heavy-duty, severe-
service conveyor chains and sprockets. I'ANCO has an extensive background in heavy-duty, severe-serv-
ice materials handling for conveyor applications. The flagship of our product line is austenitic manganese
steel chains and sprockets.

I’ANCO PRODUCTS LTD. also manufactures a complete line of logging rigging for our customers in
the forest harvesting industry. I’ANCO logging fittings have an established track record for strength, dura-
bility, and reliability, based on strict in-house quality control procedures and process testing at every

stage of our manufacturing process. At I’ANCO we carry a large selection of parts and fittings for virtually every logging application. Using high-
grade cast alloy steel, we work closely with our customers to develop new ideas and improve our existing product lines.

Our head office as well as our two primary operating facilities are located in Surrey, BC. Our design, assembly, and storage facilities are also
located in Surrey. I’ANCO PRODUCTS LTD. works closely with Highland Foundry to develop and produce our cast products.

For more information and a copy of our full catalogue of products, contact:

I'ANCO PRODUCTS LTD., Surrey, BC    Canada
Phone: (604) 882-1602   •   Fax: (604) 882-1603

S harp Top chain is becoming widely used throughout the lumber processing industry.
The applications this chain is used in are very severe. Speeds that range from 
300 to 1,300 feet per minute combined with the debris present in these applications

require a chain system that is designed to handle it. I’ANCO’s Sharp Top Chain system is
designed and manufactured to provide top performance in the worst applications.

THE CHAIN
1/ The teeth are machined to a uniform profile to provide a

better grip with more accuracy and less penetration;
2/ The bottom of the chain is machined flat to increase the

load bearing surface, resulting in less wear and grooving on
chain beds;

3/ The centre plates in multi-strand chains are solid. This will
reduce the failure rate due to sawdust and chips packing
between plates;

4/ Special alloy steel and heat treating methods provide a
material that is designed to withstand the rigours faced in
these applications;

5/ The pins are hardened to reduce wear promoting longer life.

Sharp Top Chain
Standard and Custom

NOTE: Other sizes available. Please call for our complete selection.

Size Strand Type Points Pitch Height Point depth Width

80-1 Single 3 1.00" 1.152" .126" 1.155"
80-2 Double 3 1.00" 1.137" .126" 2.299"
80-3 Triple 3 1.00" 1.137" .126" 3.460"
80-4 Quadruple 3 1.00" 1.137" .126" 4.614"
80-2-5PEP Double 5 1.00" 1.153" .125" 2.299"
80-3-5PEP Triple 5 1.00" 1.153" .125" 3.460"
80-4-5PEP Quadruple 5 1.00" 1.153" .125" 4.614"
100-2 Double 3 1.25" 1.325" .125" 2.953"
100-3 Triple 3 1.25" 1.325" .125" 4.362"

Sharp Top Chains


